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Acclaimed Mezzo-Soprano To
Give Concert Monday Evening
M E Z Z O - S O P R A N O Grace B um bry w ill perform in
the second A rtist Series concert at 8:15 p.m. M onday
in the chapel. Students m ay obtain tickets w ith their
activity cards a t B elling pharm acy.
M IS S B U M B R Y ’S program w ill include H enry Pur¿ell’s “When I Laid in Earth"
and "Music for a While” , Han
del’s "Arioso Dank sei Dir, Herr”
and S c h u b e r t’s “ Liebesbotschaft” , “Die Forelle” , "Dem
Unendlichen” , " N a c h t
and
Traume” , and “ Ungeduld.” Se
lections by Verdi, Brahms, SaintSaëns, and a Negro spiritual will
also be included.
Miss Bumbry captured inter
national headlines in 1961 when
she became the first Negro ar
tist ever to sing at the Bayreuth
Festival in Bavaria. Her role of
Venus in “Tannhauser” electri
fied continental audiences and

assured her of a prominent place
in European concert halls and
opera houses in the succeeding
year.
In February 1962 at the re
quest of Mrs. John F. Kennedy,
she flew to the U.S. to sing at a
White House dinner. At the pro
gram’s close her audience of
major U. S. dignitaries paid their
tribute with a standing ovation.
ONE MORE triumph cemented
Miss Bumbry’s artistic image. In
June of 1962 she made her Royal
Opera House debut as Princess
Eboli in "Don Carlo.” Ixmdon’s

RIL Steering Board Picks
Ecumenicism as Focal Point
S T E E R I N G B O A R D members have selected “ To
w ard C hristian U n ity ” as the topic of the 1964 R e
ligion in Life conference, w hich w ill take place J a n 
uary 20-22.
B O A R D M E M B E R S chose the ecum enical move
ment as the focal point for dis
cussions because it is a vital, cur
rent issue of sociology and gov
ernment as well as religion.
World attention has followed
Pope Paul VI on his pilgrimage
to the Holy Land and meeting
with the Greek Orthodox Patri
arch of Constantinople. Journal
ists and non-Catholic observers
reported the proceedings of the
Vatican council. The World Coun
cil of Churches has been concern
ed with Protestant unity.
Interest in areas and actions
auch as these has promoted ex
amination of the structural agree
ments which may be possible
among the various denomina
tions.
THE RELIGION-IN-LIFE con
ference will devote time to dis
cussing structural problems; how
ever, RIL chairman Dave Fisher
and co-ordinator Ken Baughman
emphasize that other approaches
to the problems and issues of

ecumenism will also be discus
sed.
On another level, the ecumen
ical movement will be explored
in terms of the underlying unity
o f personal existence which
transcends
the various faith
groups and the twentieth century
world view.
Concern with issues of current
personal concern will be expres
sed in all lectures and panels of
the conference, but will be es
pecially emphasized in the two
panel discussions scheduled for
the afternoon of January 22.
These discussions will concern the
impact of ecumenism on acad
emic disciplines and civil rights
and world peace.
Members of the Religion in Life
steering board feel that the lev
els of this year’s conference have
interest and significance to all
students. They emphasize that
the conference is for everyone—
not only active church members.

MISS GRACE BUMBRY
Covent Garden audience receiv
ed her with "one of the greatest
ovations in London history.”
Miss Bumbry's rise to fame
came as a result of a quiet but
exceptional series of events early
in her career. She was a prote
gee of the great soprano l^otte
l^ehman and the recipient of
Marian Anderson and John Hay
Whitney awards.
In 1959 she went to Paris to
study with Pierre Bemac. There,
in I960, she made her debut at
the Paris opera as Amneris in
"Aida,” and followed shortly with
‘ Carmen.” When the Paris op
era went to Tokvo in the fall of
1961, Grace Bumbry was its star.
OPERATIC and concert en
gagements throughout Germany,
France and Switzerland contin
ued as she centered herself in
Basel, Switzerland. The Bayreuth
Festival role came next, and
then her White House and Ix>ndon triumphs.
Among her appearances since
1961 have been a series of lieder
recitals in (Germany and Switzer
land. and at major European
festivals. She has sung Lady Mac
beth and Delilah with continental
opera companies including the
Koyal Opera in Brussels.
Miss Bumbry’s appearances
this season begin with a Carnegie
Hall recital on Jan. 5, and con
tinue with concerts throughout
the U. S. and major European
cities.

Pledging lo Close
Rush Week Sunday
Sorority and fraternity rush
schedules will culminate this
weekend with pledging on Sun
day.
Tonight the sororities will pre
sent their last theme (informal)
parties from 7-8:15 p.m.
Three informal parties will cul
minate the sorority rush sched
ule at 1:30-3 p.m . 3:30-5 p.m
and 6 30-8 p.m. tomorrow. Pledg
ing will take place at 5 00 p.m
Sunday.

C H A N D L E R W . R O W E , dean of the college, spoke on

“ J a p a n T oday” at the first lecture of the Science Coloq u iu m series Tuesday in Science hall. The series w ill be
held every other Tuesday.

The iratemity rash schedule
will close with open houses from
7-10 p.m. tonight and invitational
parties from 2-5 p.m. tomorrow.
Pledging will take place at noon
on Sunday.

T H E E X E C U T I V E com m ittee of the B oard o f T rus
tees voted unanim ously Decem ber 16 to disallow the>
program of in vitatio nal open houses a t Law rence.
T H E E X E C U T I V E com m ittee likew ise review ed the
visiting hours in the honors dorm itories, w hich have
been observed without the formal
approval of the Board of Trus
tees. It was concluded, again by
unanimous vote, that the present
schedule of visiting would be per
mitted until June. However, next
fall rules for visiting the honors
dormitories will be the same as
for other living units.
Approved by the committee was
Sunday afternoon visiting in the
dormitories for parents a n d
friends of students.
The invitational open house pro
gram was approved on a trial
basis by the Faculty Committee
on Administration last spring.
Last fall, it was elected to con
tinue the trial program until a
more thorough evaluation could
be made.
BECAUSE the trial program
was extended this fall, the Board
of Trustees felt it was necessary
to view the invitational open
house as a semi-permanent ar
rangement for which they, as the
final governing body of the col
lege, would bear responsibility.
The topic of invitational open
houses was pi act'd on the agenda
of the December executive com
mittee meeting by President Cur
tis W. Tar;. The issues of honors
dormitories was not on the agen
da, but was introduced by trus
tees during the meeting.
As sentiment regarding the vis
iting policies was unanimous, lit
tle time was spent discussing the
wisdom of the practice. The trus
tees agreed that invitational open

Itouses were not in the best in
terests of the college.
TAKR observed, "The further
we go in the direction of more
of this kind of freedom in the
dormitories the more likely we
are to attract the kind of student
we'd rather not have.”
Futher discussion of the in
vitational open house policy
appears in an interview on
page seven. Editorial comment
is presented on page six.
Tarr and the trustees were like
wise concerned about the “ Law
rence image” and parent-alnmni
reaction to the open house situa
tion.
SEC is circulating petitions re
questing review of the executive
committee decision.
However,
Tarr stated that though trustees
might be willing to discuss the
results of the decision with in
formed students, the decision is
final.
SEC has likewise asked that
students encourage their parents
to write to the Board of Trustees
if they favor the invitational open
house |x)licy. Asked if positive
parental opinion would have any
effect on the trustee decision,
Tarr replied, “ It wouldn’t change
the decision but it certainly
would impress me. Then 1 would
say I have completely misjudged
the temper of the parents.”

SEC Backs Protest
To Trustees’ Action
A R E S O L U T I O N was passed in SEC endorsing a
petition of protest against w ith d ra w al o f the in v ita 
tional open house policy by the executive com m ittee
of the Board of Trustees.
T H E E X E C U T I V E board of SEC drew up the protest and Steve Elliott, president
of the student government, was
first to sign it. The petition was
then passed on to more than 100
students attending Monday night’s
meeting, who began to circulate
the protest to the rest of the stu
dent body.
Before asking the representa
tive council to approve the pe
tition, Elliott reviewed the influ
ences which led the trustees to
their decision. Elliott emphasiz
ed the important role of letters
to the board which came from
parents, alumni and friends of
Lawrence who opposed the invit
ational open house system.
The attitude expressed in these
letters, said Elliott, may have re
sulted from a misunderstanding
of the invitational open house pol
icy. The misnomer "open dorms”
Elliott continued, certainly did
not enhance the impression the
system made on the greater com
munity.
IN LIGHT of this, Elliott went
on, the students should try to
contact their parents and explain
to them the actual nature of the
policy. Perhaps the parents who
are made to understand the sys
tem will write the board of trus
tees and express their approval of
the invitational open houses, El
liott concluded.
Dean Venderbush spoke to the
representatives in order to inter
pret the action of the trustees. He
explained that when first passed
on a trial basis by the Committee

„„ lldnlllltatrilUol, and approv« l
by the president, the program was
not discussed by the trustees.
The shift to President Tarr’s
administration, said the dean,
brought about a general rééval
uation of student policies, includ
ing the invitational open house.
For the first time the trustees
considered the policy, the dean
said, and came to the recent de
cision.
VENDERBUSH pointed out that
the privacy issue has always
been clouded with misunder
standing so he urged the students
to explain their |K>sition in a
clear manner.
He also asked the representa
tives to remain aware of the di
vergence that is bound to exist
between the attitudes of different
generations and carry on any
protests with responsibility.

Classics Fraternity
Initiates 7 Members
Eta Sigma Phi, national class
ics honorary fraternity, initiated
new memlxTs Tuesday evening
Those initiates are Chuck Bennison, Gary Bluemenshine, Betsy
Conrad, Gibson Henry, Kick Ric
ard, Linda Stoneall and Mike Wal
ter.
Margaret Fulton, a 1962 I^awrence graduate presently teach
ing Latin at Kimberly senior high
school, discussed methods and
problems in teaching high school
Latin.

Researcher Backs Classical
Educational Experiences
C O L L E G E S N E E D to restore a sense of joy in life
a n d learning, a S tanford U niversity researcher sug
gests. Discussing the future of w om en’s colleges, Re
search Associate M ervin R. Freedm an of S ta n fo rd ’s In 
stitute for the Study of H um an Problems says:
THE COLLEGE years are char
acterized less and less by educa
tion in the classic sense and more
and more by sheer hard work
and stress.
Under the pressures of increas
ed competition for entrance, the
demands of the cold war for sci
entific and technical perform
ance. and perversions of the con
cept of excellence, our colleges
increasingly resemble obstacle
courses.
“Their catalogues contain bold
words about the liberating cul
ture and ¡»ersonal experiences
they offer their students, but let
a student take some time to re
flect on such matters, rather than
to plug away laboriously at his
courses, and he finds that he is
gasping for breath in an attempt
to catch up.”
INSTEAD of presenting them.selves as pale copies of the pres
tige men’s schools. Researcher
Freedman suggests women’s col
leges should take the initiative in
restoring “our aesthetic sense,
our awareness of the complexity
of nature and life.’’

Women’ colleges can more ef
fectively resist anti-liberal and
anti-humanistic .pressures. The
world is all too much with men’s
education and colleges.”
Discussing other opportunities
for educational inspiration and
innovation by the women’s col
leges, he says, “many of our col
leges actively support early m ar
riage, or at least bow to what
seems to be the inevitable by pro
viding housing and other facili
ties for married students.
SOME women’s colleges have
taken the lead and set themselves
the goal of countering the tyr
anny of early marriage. But this
cannot be accomplished simply
by issuing policy statements and
opinions.
Students can be induced to
forego the customary social and
sexual pleasures of their con
temporaries only to the extent
that other activities, their stud
ies, for example, have captured
their spirit and imaginativeness.
Grim, pedantic scholarship will
never do this.”

Econ Department Faculty, Student
Will Discuss Problems of Development
OR. THOMAS Wenzlau, chair
man of the e<*onomics depart
ment, Mr. Jules LaRoeque, in
structor in economics, and Corry
Azzi will present a discussion on
economic development on Law
rence television “ Perspective”
at f* p.m. Sunday.
DISCUSSION will include gen
cral aspccts of economic growth
and special problems of econom
ic growth in underdeveloped ar
eas. The underdeveloped coun
tries are caught in traditional

Director Gives
Notice of Cast
For ‘Macbeth’
“Macbeth.” this year's third
production by the Lawrence Col
lege theatre, will l>e presented in
Stansbury theatre at 8:15 p.m.
February 25 to March t The
Shakespearean tragedy will be
directed by Mr. Theodore Cloak,
chairman of the department of
theatre and drama.
In major roles are P. K. Allen
as Macbeth, (Jinny Allen as Lady
Macbeth, Tony l>odgo as MacDuff .and Lynn Pechman as Lady
Macduff. Assisting Cloak is Tom
Braun student director.
Others include John Prindiville.
Ranquo; Mark Saltzman. Dun
can: Gordon Lutz. Malcom; Winsor Whiton, Donalbain; Rob Wal
lace. l-ennox; and Gordon Tay
lor. Ross. Other cast members
are John Higgins, Angus; Ted
Katzoff. Porter: Rob Nichols.
Flea net': David Harding, old
man; and Eliot Bush. Chuck
lord, Bryan McOlash. murder
ers.
James Thompson English doc
tor. Jim l*annon, Scottish doctor:
Charles Rushton. old Siward; Rill
McKenna, young Siward; Bill
Phillips. Sevton; and Stove Elliot.
Carthnoss add to the cast list.
In addition Fritz Fett. Mentieth; Tom Braun, servant; Dick
Shearer, messenger; Susie Glas
er. Carol Reed. Helen Lucke.
thico witches; and Kathy New
strom. gentlewoman, hold roles
in “ Macbeth." ladies of the
court Christina Choate. Joan El
kins. Pat Anderson, ami Judi
Jones complete the cast.

socio-economic patterns, which
sustain the viscious circle of low
income—low saving—low produc
tivity-low income.
The role of relatively high in
come countries in aiding the un
derdeveloped countries is compli
cated by the acceptance of trad
itional patterns of living by some
peoples of underdeveloped areas.
For example, a Sierra Ix*one
triln' which Azzi studied in anth
ropology is satisfied with its ag
ricultural economy and the so
cial structure upon which it
functions. The tribe is not interes
ted in Western-defined develop
ment.
Thus it will be illustrated that
the project of economic progress
in underdeveloped areas must in
volve disciplines other than ec
onomic^. The analysis of situa
tions and
implementation
of
plans of action are subjects for
inter-disciplinary examination in
the social sciences.

Art Association
Seeks Contributions
The Art Association renewed
its drive this week to collece stu
dent contributions to purchase a
scupture by Italo Scanga. Some
of Scanga’s works were on dis
play at the Art center before
Christmas vacation and a cam
paign was begun at that time for
student donations.
The goal of the fund drive is
$<■>00. according to association
president Jack Smuckler. About
$40 was collected at the end of
last term.
If purchased, the sculpture will
In' displayed at different locations
around the campus. It has not
yet been decided which work will
be bought.
Student contributions will bo
collected on a dormitory basis
by representatives of the Art as
sociation.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
George Howe will present a
discussion on U.S. policy to
ward the Far East following
World W..: II at the Political
Science club meeting at 8 15
pm
Wednesday. The club
will meet at tin' homo of Dr.
Mojmir Povolny. chairman of
the government department.

UM Dean Advocates Women Like Regulations,
‘Managed Freedom9 States Campus AW S Head

Freedom—but “managed free
dom”— is necessary in academ
ic communities. Dean of Students
E. G. Williamson of the Univer
sity of Minnesota believes. Faculty
and students must be free to deal
with controverisal topics, prob
lems and issues, he declares. Rut
this “doesn't mean that the aca
demic community should be openended and unmanagod. available
to exploitation by student or nonstudent.”

D e a n Williamson identifies
what he calls four “currently cru
cial issues of academic freedom
for students.” These are: free
dom to discuss issues and topics
of their own choosing, to hear
speakers of their choice on mat
ters of their choice, to criticize
and comment in the college press
on issues inside or outside the
university, and to be consulted
prior to decision about matters
that effect the students.
The opinion of a non-under
standing or a mis understanding
public, outside the academic
community, is one barrier to
achievement of student freedoms.
Dean Williamson states. Others
are "the dead weight of tradi
tion’’ the age of difference betwoi n faculty-administration and
students, and a "reluctant shar
ing" of decision-making author
ity by those in authority.
Internationally known as a psy
chologist and expert in personnel
matters Dean Williamson reject
ed the idea of “ national uniform
ity of academic freedoms.” Each
institution will have to decide on
its own freedoms and these must
bo thoughtfully and periodically
re-examined, he states.

U N I V E R S I T Y women evidently believe th a t “ rules
are ju st h e lp in g th e m ,” says P olly G e rh a rd t, president
o{ Associated W om e n Students on the U niversity of
C olorado cam pus.
M ISS G E R H A R D T , in an interview, said th a t the
coeds generally accept hours
regulations, not because they are
less responsible than men. but be
cause the rules are helpful in ar
ranging
their daily
routines.
“Maybe women will always want
this.” she said.
“ I suppose there are some wo
men who feel their rights are be
ing impinged upon I don’t know.”
she said. “ They have representa
tion on AWS. Why don’t they use
it if they aren’t satisfied?” She
said women should feel free to
bring up anything they want to
discuss at AWS meetings.
Do women resent the difference
between their rules and men
students’ rules? “ I think there is
a basic difference between the
way men and women look at
things.” she said. “ It's not a cut
and dried thing.”
ACCORDING to Miss Gerhradt
AWS House and Senate can
change women’s rules on hours,
hut their decisions are naturally
subject to review by University
administrators and the Board of
Regents. This year a constitution
al provision that only the Senate
can make rules was suspended to
give both houses a part in decis
ion-making.
The more freedom University
women want the more responsi
bility they will have to take, she
said. •‘And they are taking it
slowly but surely.” Women’s
hours reflations have become
more lenient here because wom

en have asked for changes. .
Mis Gerhardt cited the change
several years ago from an 11 p.m.
to a midnight curfew on Sunday
night, and senior key privileges,
first granted in 1955.

D r . M o jm ir P o v o ln y
W il l D is c u s s A fr ic a
A t P h i B e ta L e c tu re
Phi Beta Kappa will sponsor a
lecture by Mojmir Povolny, pro
fessor of government, at 8:15 p.
m. Tuesday. Jan. 14 in Harper
hall. His topic will be Superna
tional Integration: Model and
Reality in Africa.”
Dr. Povolny will discuss mod
els of interstate and supra-state
integration which have been de
veloped within the theory of in
ternational politics.
These models have been derived
from the historical experience of
the nation building from the con
temporary experience with the
emergence of the supra-national
community in Western Europe.
In addition, such models have
beco derived deductively from
a set of hypotheses about the
proces of integration.
Finally, the models will be test
ed against the evidence afforded
hy present day attempts at in
tegration in Africa.

Men’s Honor Society Elects CALENDAR of
Four New Senior Members
EVENTS
O N T H E B A S IS of a w inter election the fo llo w in g
men s names have been added to the rolls of Mace,
the senior m en’s honorary fra te rn ity : Peter Betzer,
G le n d in g Olson, D avid Telleen, and R ichard W oy.
T H E A I M of the Mace frate rn ity is the prom otion
of a fourfold ideal: the encour
agement of superior mental at
tainment, the development of an
influential moral character, the
possession of a strong healthy
body and the evidence of a sense
of moral responsibility.
These men accepted into it«
membership have been judged
worthy of helping uphold these
ideals by the present active mem
bers of Mace, as evidenced by
the initiates’ contributions to
campus life, by the existence of
their following among the student
body and by their scholastic
achievements.
Pete Betzer has been captain
of the Lawrence swimming team,
co-chairman of the SEC Union
committee, and Beta Theta Pi
rush chairman and pledge train
er. He has earned a grade point
of 1.780 and is a geology major.
GLENDING OLSON has been
co-chairman of the Film Classics
board, a member of the Contrib
utor board, a drama critic for the
Lawrentian, a writer for the
publicity department of the col
lege, college ping-pong champion,
and was elected to Phi Beta Kap
pa. He has an accumulative
grade point of 2.819 and is an
English major.

Lawrence Receives
$10,000 in Grants
President Tarr announced that
Lawrence college received gifts
totaling $10,000 this week. The
donors are the Standard Oil
foundation and the Esso founda
tion.
For the first time. Standard Oil
foundation granted $5,000 to Law
rence as one of 11 privately sup
ported colleges noted for "gen
eral excellence of its education
al program.” The sum will be
used for scholarships.
As its eighth annual gift, the
Esso foundation contributed $5,000. Last year, the foundation
gave $6,000, all of which was
used for biological equipment.
This year the grant will be used
for operating expenses.

P a r ty L e a d e r W ill
S p e a k to D e m o c ra ts
Mrs. William Cherasky, the cochairman of the Democratic par
ty of Wisconsin, will address the
Lawrcnce Young Democratic club
at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Ter
race room of the union.
She will speak on the prepara
tions presently being made for
fche presidential election in Wis
consin and about the local politi
cal situation.
Sometime during the next week
all interested students will have
the opportunity to participate in
some campaign preparations.

David Teleen has served as a
Hi-Y advisor, a counselor to
freshman men and has been on
the Encampment. lie has played
freshman football, been a mem
ber of the Religion in Life Con
ference steering board, and is
presently rush chairman, vicepresident and pledge trainer of
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity. He
spent last year in India studying
on a Carnegie Foundation grant.
His accumulative grade point is
2.024 and he is a government
major.
Richard Woy has been a mem
ber of the varsity tennis team;
has served as a freshman men’s
counselor for two years; has been
secretary of Sigma Phi Epsilon
and co-chairman of publicity for
the SEC homecoming committee.
His accumulative grade point is
2.044 and is a history major.

Music Society
Will Sponsor
Pianist Szilag
Bela Szilagi, Leventritt awardwinning pianist, will appear in re
cital at Harper Hall, 8:15 p.m.,
Thursday, Jan. 16 under the spon
sorship of the Lawrence College
chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda,
national honorary music society.
In 1960 Szilagi received the Jugg
Artist Award, and the following
year made his Town Hall debut.
He was twice a finalist in Leven
tritt Competition, in 1960 and 1962.
His professional career began
in 1955 when he toured the U.S.
as pianist with Marie Powers and
Emmanuel Balaban in the GianCarlo Menotti operas, “The Med
ium” and “The Telephone.” In
1956 Szilagi toured Europe with
violinist Joyce Flissler, perform
ing more than 50 concerts.
Szilagi has appeared as soloist
with a number of orchestras in
this country. He has been heard
three times in a recent season
with the Detroit Symphony or
chestra. He has also toured the
east presenting recitals at major
colleges and universities. As a
chamber music performer. Szi
lagi appears regularly with the
Kraeuter Trio.
The pianist’s recital here is
planned in association with the
Edgar M. Leventritt foundation.
Tickets for the event are avail
able from members of Pi Kappa
Lambda, the Lawrence Conserva
tory office, and Belling pharm
acy.

Friday, January 10
Sorority rush, 6:30-9:45 p.m.
Fraternity rush. 7-10.
Saturday, January II
Swimming vs. I^aCrosse, 1:30
p.m.
Wrestling vs. Ripon, 2:30 p.m.
Fraternity rush, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Sorority rush, 1:30-5, 6:30-8
p.m.
Basketball vs. Ripon, 7:30 p.m.
SEC reek and roll dance, 9:30
p.m., union.
Sunday, January 12
Film classics: “Alexander Nev
sky,” 1:30, 7:30 p.m., Stansbury.
Fraternity pledging, neon.
Art Association lecture, 3 p.m.,
art center.
Sorority pledging. 5 p.m.
Monday, January 13
Lawrence - Community artist
series: Grace Bumbry, 8:15 p.m..
Memorial chapel.
Tuesday, January 14
Freshman studies lecture: Pro
fessor Frederick Wyatt, Univer
sity of Michigan, on Freud, 9:20
a.m., Stansbury.
Phi Beta Kappa lecture: Pro
fessor Mojmir Povolny on “Supemational Integration; Model
and Reality in Africa,” 8:15 p.m.,
art center.
Young Democrats. 8 p.m., un
ion.
Thursday, January 16
Pi Kappa lam bda benefit re
cital: Bela Szilagi, pianist, 8:15
p.m., Harper.
Friday, January 17
Student recital: 2:30 p.m.. Har
per hall.
Faculty meeting: 4:30 p.m., art
center.
Basketball vs. Beloit, 7:30 p.m.
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Students to Build
Kinship Machine

The Fox Cities’ Leading B ank
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Saturday, January 18
Basketball vs. Coe, 1:30 p.m.
Pi Beta Phi and Phi Gamma
plegde formal.

Four I^awrence students and
Dr. Harold Schneider, chairman
of the anthropology department,
are building an electric kinship
machine under a grant from the
Social Science Research council.
The kinship machine which will
be used to study basic kinship
systems, is being built by Terry
Janicek and Jon Baxa; its use
fulness will be tested by Karen
Rinka and Linda Durkin.
The project’s purpose is three
fold: to examine the machine as
a teaching device and to deter
mine its applicability as a
possible modification; to deter
mine its applicability as a re
search tool for studying such
problems as the consistency of
systems of cross-cousin mar
riage; and to determine its ade
quacy as a machine.

1 “the store of friendly,
f
helpful service’’

: /m E n 'S & B O V S V
\ s h o p r - * . 02 E. COLLEGE
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JERRY LYMAN
Shoe Service
309 W . C O L L E G E A V E.
Across from Penney’s and Sears

A FEW NEW PAPERBOUNDS
E SS A Y S O N P O L IT IC S and C U L T U R E — Jo h n Stuart M ill
T H E L O N E L Y A F R IC A N — C. M. T urnbull
SELEC T ED P O E M S — H erm an M elville
T H E W O R R IE D M A N ’S G U ID E TO W O R L D P E A C E
H erm an M elville
T H E IN D IA N A N D T H E W H IT E M A N — W . E. W a sh b u rn
T H E A M E R IC A N E A R T H Q U A K E — E. W ilson
ID E O L O G Y A N D P O W E R IN T H E A G E O F JA C K S O N
— E. C. R ozw enc
T H E V IS IO N A R Y C O M P A N Y — H . Bloom

J

C O N K E Y ’S

TH E W A K E F IE L D M Y S T E R Y P L A Y S — ed. M. Rose
S O C IA L A N D P O L IT IC A L P H IL O S O P H Y — ed. J . Som er
ville and R. Santoni
M A T H E M A T IC S A N I) T H E P H Y S IC A L W O R L D — M. Kline
L A Y S O F C O U R T L Y L O V E — tra n s . P. T e r r y

T H E P O O R H O U S E F A IR — I. U pdike
T H E S A M E D O O R — J. U pdike
F IN A L V E R D IC T — A. R. St. Jo h n s
SILEN T S P R IN G — Rachel Carson

B O O K
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When Quality Is What
You Want... uisif
CUFFS BARBER SHOP
115 North Morrison

School Receives
Concrete Panels
K ii/û p
act p
n n p r o t o panels,
n a n /i c H
nno
Five
cast
concrete
done
by the internationally known
sculptor Constantine Nivola, have
been given to Lawrence college
for permanent display on the
campus.
The panels, about 3 by 7 feet
in size, are sand-cast reliefs
made with marble chips embed
ded in the concrete and are stud
ies made by the artist for a
building facade in Chicago. They
are non objective in design, and
generally architectural, in which
the changing quality of light is
a preconceived part of the plan.
Final placement of the panels
has not been decided, since
mounting the works will be a
major project and will require
trustee decision. At present they
are in the patio of the MusicDrama center.

Nivola is associate professor of
sculpture at Columbia university.
He received the Maestro d’arte
from the Istituto Superiore d’
Arte. Monza-Milano, in 1936: was
director of the design workshop
at Harvard graduate school of
design from 1954 to 1957; and has
had frequent gallery and mus
eum exhibitions.

THE

BELL T E L E P H O N E

SA LU TE: F R A N K

Applications for Cuttington College
^ re ßae j0 ßr Schneider on January 20
"

T H E D E A D L I N E for applications to teach at C u t
tington college, Liberia, is J a n u a ry 20. M embers of the
1164 and 1965 g ra d u a tin g classes and faculty members
are eligible to apply .
The C uttington program has been established be
tween this small liberal arts col
lege in Liberia and the ten col
leges in the ACM <Associated Col
leges of the Midwest) of which
Lawrence is a member.
A COMMITTEE formed to find
a way to establish ties with an
African school reported t h a t
“Cuttington . . . offers the best
opportunity for testing the liber
al arts approach in Africa.”
Kooks have already been sent
to supplement Cutttington’s li
brary. Laboratory equipment is
also needed. The program hopes
to send teachers and assistants
to fill needed positions in such
areas as the languages, social
sciences, natural sciences and
education, and to aid in the ad
ministration by showing Cuttington the methods used by colleges
in the ACM.
Three ACM faculty members
will be needed each year (the
year running from July to the fol
lowing July», and five ACM

C O M P A N IE S

N U SB A U M , JR .

Five days after reporting to bis first job with Indiana Bell.
Frank INusbaum, Jr. lit.A ., 1 % 7 ), was representing bis
company, calling on contractors to sell them on the ad\antages of prewiring houses for phones.
W ith so much expected of him, Frank progressed
swiftly. As a result, bis company moved biin through a
series of familiarization assignments in dilTerent depart
ments and then promoted him to Commercial Manager for
the cities of Kockville and Clinton, Indiana, and the respon-

sibility for almost $78,000 in total monthly collections.
His quick mastery of this job plus bis proved sales
ability soon brought Frank's elevation to the job of Market
ing Stalï Supervisor in Indianapolis—his second key pro
motion in just two years with the company.
Frank Nusbaum. Jr., like many young men. is impatient
to make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

graduates for two years each.
It is hoped that in this way the
values of the American liberal
arts colleges will be furthered in
this African college.
THE PROGRAM is being finan
cially aided by a Ford Founda
tion grant of $200.000 for the 1964
and 1965 school years. If it proves
successful, it will be continued.
Mr. Harold Schneider of the an
thropology department is Law
rence’s representative and was
one of the initial members who
helped to find colleges in Africa
with which such a program could
be started.

Placement Office
Schedules Days
Of Job Interviews
The January interview schedule
has been announced by Miss Mar
ie Dohr, Director of Placement
Services. Interested students are
asked to make appointments in
the placement office.
A United States Marine Corps
representative will be on campus
Monday and Tuesday to talk to
interested students. Also here
Tuesday will be a representatvie
from the Central Intelligence
agency.
Wednesday and Thursday rep
resentatives from the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing company and
the United States Food and Drug
administration, respectively, will
be on campus.
On Friday, a representative
from the Northwestern university
Master of Arts in Teaching pro
gram will be available.
Monday, Jan. 20, students may
speak to a representative from
tlie Wisconsin Career Candidate
program.
West Allis, Wisconsin schools,
and the A. O. Smith corporation
will send representatives on Tues
day, Jan. 21 and Tuesday, Jan.
28. respectively.
Wednesday, Jan. 29 represent
atives from the Argonne Nation
al laboratory and the H. J. Heinz
company will be available.
Thursday, Jan. 30 a represent
ative from the Jones and Laughlin Steel corporation will come
to Lawrence.

Freedom of Association
—at—

MURPHY’S
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOÖÖO

NEW FM CONVERTER
Plugs into any phonograph or
TV with a phono jack

$19.95
Built-in Antenna
No Special Installation
VALLEY

R A D IO

D IS T R IB U T O R S
518 N. Appleton St.
RE 3-6012
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Mans Sinful Pride Stands in Way of Church Unity
God Must Give His W ill
To Ecumenical Movement
By C H U C K B E N N I S O N
Rome reacted by staging the
WHENEVER CLIO, the muse
Council of Trent, which merely
of history, looks at events, she
launched the counter-reformation,
looks at the phenomenon of the
after failing to meet any of the
current ecumenical movement,
reformer’s demands.
Loyola’s
her questions become more soph
newly-founded Society of Jesus
isticated: What is the nature of
executed the mandates of the
the unity we seek. And why is it
council.
now, in this late century, and
not before, that we seek it?
As we look back on the Reform
THE CHURCH is always one
ation. the sin of human pride
throughout eternity. The Church
stares us in the face. So often,
is the Body of Christ of which all
over the centuries, it has been
baptized persons are members.
pride and hate which have divid
ed the Church; doctrinal issues
Becaust the Father and the
have been brought in only after
Son
are the same in essence,
wards to justify the schismatic
the Body of Christ—the Church—
actions.
is always One, for God the Fa
ther is perfect and His perfection
LUTHER did not oppose the
necessitates unity.
church’s teachings; rather, he
opposed the abuses the church
Yet, throughout its history-, the
had suffered through the sinful
Church has been torn by schism
and heresy. One of the earliest misuse of papal authority.
divisions was that between Pe
Yet Luther himself sinned by
ter, who insisted that the Jew disobeying that authority; thus,
ish law concerning circumsision
he found it necessary to find a
be obeyed, and Paul, who in
theological justification for his
sisted rightly that Gentiles need
action.
not obey the old law.
It was sin that made the Re
The Church early years saw
formation a real tragedy: Luther
the seven Ecumenical councils
acted as he did because of the
confronting heresy and schism,
sin of Rome; yet in so acting,
and through this confrontation
he himself sinned. This same
reaching a deeper sense of the
pattern of tragedy has occured
true doctrine and practice of the
in all schisms.
Church.
WE ARE ALL at fault for the
INDEED, though the schisms in
divisions we are now in; we can
which we now find ourselves are
not think that the sins were just
sinful, as we overcome them
those of our ancestors. The latest
we shall be brought to an ever
major schism came as late as
greater sense of the truth of
1900, when the Philippine IndeChrist’s Church.
per.t church split from Rome.
Moreover, even in this “ecu
The first outright schism oame
menical century," most of us are
in 1054 when the Eastern and
Gnostics, thinking we alone hold
Western churches parted ways.
the Truth and will never sacri
Though many attempts were
fice our Truth for the Oneness
made to heal the wound, unity
was prevented by a general con which is likewise essential to the
Body of Christ.
tempt of the East for the West,
Thus, although the church is
the basis of which lay in the dif
always one, it must also become
ferences between the oriental and
one. Upon our general unity we
occidental world-views.
The schism grew deeper in 1204 must reintegrate the divided
when crusaders, nominally Christ Church so that it becomes an
ina, sacked Constantinople on organic unity.
BUT IT LS to be unity, not uni
their way to the holy land.
THE SPLIT was made final af formity; there must be diversity
as well as unity if man is to use
ter the failure of the Council of
God’s
gift of free choice.
Florence in 1439. Today, the
Nor do many leaders of the
Eastern Orthodox church must be
ecumenical movement advocate
of primary consideration in any
a world-wide organization for the
ecumenical talks, for it is the
united Church; rather, the Church
second largest Christian body in
must adapt to the needs of the
the world and its oriental spirit
various peoples throughout the
is important to the universality
world.
of the Church.
The unity we seek is to be that
The western church dominated
the medieval world. It was the described in 1626 by the Lutheran
age of the crusades, of the great pastor. Meldenius: “ In things
necessary, unity; in things not
cathedrals, an age in which the
necessary, liberty: in all things,
spiritual sword was as powerful
—and often more so—than the charity."
TO DEFLNE the “necessary”
temporal sword.
is
our basic task if we are to
Yet it was also the age of the
anti-popes and the Avigon pap become one; to achieve that
acy. the age of John Hus. Sava- common definition requires char
ity and love.
narola, and John Wyclif, the
We must realize two things if
“ morning stai; of the Reforma
organic unity is to be achieved:
tion.”
first, that it is God, not ourselves,
Even in the Middle ages the
who will unite His church; sec
seeds for the great revolt were
ondly, that love and penitence
being sown.
must replace hate and pride if
THAT GREAT WORLD came in
Gods grace is to work m His
1517. It was sparked by Martin
church
to make it one.
Luther, a monk of the Roman
As William Temple. Archbishop
church; its center was Germany.
of Canterbury, said in 1943: “ In
Just as the East opposed West,
so now North 'pposed South: be a certain sense what is required
neath the protest lay the anti is that every existing Christian
communion should die in order
pathy for the Mediterrean spirit
to rise again into something more
on the part of the Teutonic spirit.
The protest spread throughout splendid than itself.
"BUT THAT points to the action
northern Europe, led by leather,
of God beyond all that men can
Calvin. Zwingli. and Craamer

ever do. and in the end reunion
of the church will not be some
thing fabricated by us all; it will
be the work of God resulting from
a deeper devotion in all parts of
the church to the one Lord of the
church.”
The second question asked is.
Why are we now experiencing an
ecumenical spirit? Many factors
must be considered. We live in
an age in which unity is empha
sized: we have the United Nations
and the Common Market.
The decline of moral values af
ter World War I, the growth of
rival religions, and the increas
ing attraction of alternative utop
ias which the totaliarian states
have offered have forced the
church to once again examine it
self.
THERE HAS BEEN since the
nineteenth century a shift in the
view of the church itself.
Following the Reformation,
men tended to view the church
as a society of men whose unity
derived from their common aim
to escape the wTath of a primar
ily transcendental God.
In the last century the view
shifted to a church as an organic
unity of men who find God in
the midst of them. As Alexis
Khomiaov, the Russian lay theo
logian, said, the church is now
viewed “ not as a multitude of
persons in their separate individ
uality, but as a unity of the grace
of God living in a multitude of
rational
creatures
submitting
themselves willing to grace.”
MODERN theology has intellectualized this attitude: Tillich and
Bishop Robinson speak of a
“ground of being"; Buber advo
cates the “ I-thou” relationship;
and Barth finds God in love be
tween individuals.
Because men are increasingly
viewing t h e relations among
themselves as essential to the be
ing of the church, it is natual
that churchmen look with scorn
on their divisions and seek unity.
The real answer to the question,
Why are we becoming One now,
if we are? is unhistorical. But
since Clio is a muse, she will
permit us to consider things of
the spirit.
Thus, if wre are now becoming
one. it is because God wills it.
We shall be one. unless we allow
our sinful pride to deny God’s
will. We must never forget that
the church, as the world, is God’s,
not man’s.

Mating Detrimental
for College Students
Wedding bells and classroom
bells do not necessarily produce
the sweetest harmony for college
couples, according to Dean of
Students Glenn Barnett of the
University of Texas. “Contrary
to the frequently heard belief
that marriage acts as a stablizing factor and makes the student
buckle down, we find marriage
seldom makes a good student out
of a poor one.
“ If the wife was a competent
student and dropped out for mar
riage" Dean Barnett says, “she
frequently feels an underlying re
sentment if her student husband
does not excel. In many cases,
his grades go down as the time
and concentration needed for his
work are nibbled away by the de
mands of family life."

I am taking part of my prec
ious studying time to write this
letter, because I am tired of see
ing a very important and muchneeded organization.
(USNSA)
blasted on mere circumstantial
evidence. (I refer to the ridic
ulous inference made in a recent
editorial: “Since we have receiv
ed no reply we must assume NSA
has failed to bring any substan
tial advantage to the Lawrence
campus")
On behalf of I«iwrence College
People-to-People. I would like
to say that keeping NSA on this
campus is definitely worthwhile.
NSA has been a direct source of
ideas, information and direction
for People-to-People. The success
of many of our programs has de
pended and will depend upon
whether or not NSA remains on
this campus.
To cite a major example. NSA
was an important factor in the
success of the work of the Peo
ple-to-People brother-sister com
mittee this year. This was mainly
because of the ideas and the di
rection acquired by one of those
attending the NSA regional con
ference at Madison last year.
It is the responsibilty of the
brother-sister committee to as
sist the international students on
this campus in adjusting to the
Lawrence community and to
American life, in general.
I am sure that you can realize
the importance of the “ first im
pression," and the effect that a
good or bad one can have upon
the international student, and the
success or failure of his stay in
the United States.
With the help of the NSA re
gional workshops in foreign stu
dent programming, the brothersister committee was able to
avoid many of the serious prob
lems with other schools who had
had varying degrees of experi
ence with foreign student orien
tation. We were able to profit
greatly from the previous suc
cesses and failures of other
schools.
As a result, the brother-sister
committee was able to publish a
very helpful handbook for inter
national students coming to this
campus, and was able to pro
vide a successful program of or
ientation for the new internation
al students during New Student
week.
The example of the brothersister committee is but one in
stance in which NSA has been
concrete assistance to this cam
pus. There arc other programs
being planned by People-to-Peo
ple (discussion groups, Interna
tional Weekend, inter -campus
foreign studrnt exchange etc.)
for which we will sorely need the
assistance of the many informa
tion services which NSA offers
its member schools.
N S A’s
“ PLBACK” , “SPIR ” , film and
speaker bureaus and other such
projects will be of great import
ance to People-to-People and to
the success of many of the pro
grams we arc planning for the
present academic year.
I hope that this letter will help

answer the question: “Has NSA
been of any worth to this cam
pus during the past n i n e
months?” I also hope that this
letter will serve as an eye-open
er to the campus and encourage
structive use of the many facother organizations to make conilities for improvement available
to them through USNSA.
CAROL REED
Vice-President Lawrence
College People-to-People
<From the Editors of the Contrib
utor Penny Sheet to Carol E.
Reed iuid the Student Body in
General.)
Carol, in reply to your letter
to the editor in the “Lawrentian”
of November 15. we would like to
clarify our editorial policy and
apologize for the apparent mis
understanding between you and
ourselves. It was not. and never
will be, our intention to change
the rhythm, tone, or moaning of
any contribution to the “ Penny
Sheet” or to the magazine.
Upon judging your article for
possible publication in the ‘ Penny
Sheet” we interpreted it as a
more subjective opinion of Bald
win’s book than you intended it
to be. We did not feel that it could
be called a book review; thus
we used a newspaper editor’s
prerogative and gave your article
what we believed was a more
appropriate title.
We also changed certain |>ronouns in an attempt to clarify
who was making the particular
statement. As you pointed out we
should not have claimed this
prerogative. We do intend to
guard against its use in the fu
ture.
The purpose of the “ Penny
Sheet” is to provide an outlet for
student literary works which are
not particularly suitable for print
ing in a formal IKeiary maga
zine or which arc submitted spe
cifically for publication in the
“ Penny Sheet” . No work |>ublished in the “ Penny Sheet" will bo
published in the literary maga
zine; however, literary endeavors
submitted for publication in the
magazine may be printed in the
“ Penny Sheet."
If the endeavor is judged by
the l)oard to be more appropriate
for the “ Penny «Sheet" and the
author consents to its publication
it will be printed there.
Because of the lack of sufficient
material for the publication of a
magazine, the deadline for art,
photography, short stories, es
says. and poetry submitted for
the magazine has been extended
to January 31. We are especially
in need of short stories and es
says.
All you aspiring writers and
artists: we wish to supply an out
let for your endeavors, but you
must produce and submit the
material. The "Contributor” of
fice in the basement of the union
is your verbiage can, it is open
24 hours a day and you can throw
anything into it you want. We
are hardy and simple enough to
collect it. You must be bravo
enough to hand it in.
The Contributor Board
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From the E ditorial Board

A Question of Direction
In an interview w ith the Law rentian this week,
President Curtis T arr indicated his disapproval of the
direction in w hich the college is m oving on program s
such as the invitational open house and honors d o rm 
itory policies. ‘ It starts a kind of trend th a t I th in k
the trustees share w ith me a concern a b o u t,” he said,
“ and they ju st as soon not move out in th a t direction.”
Thus in his endorsal o f the recent trustee action Dr.
T arr has com m itted him self to a reversal of the trend
begun by hLs predecessor. Dr. K n ig ht. These two men,
fund am e ntally, brought d iffe rin g approaches to the ir
roles as president of Law rence college. The one was
an a ca d e m ia n : his acting hypothesis was th a t the in 
stitution exists for the in div id u als in it and th a t the
“ goodness” of a school is measured in terms of in d i
v id u al, personal gains. Concern was not so much w ith
the “ im ag e ” a school put forth to its a lu m n i or fin a n 
cial backers but w ith the necessary developm ent of
in d iv id u a l students. People of college age n atu ra lly
need some type of direction, but in the areas in w hich
the in d iv id u a l appears capable o f h a n d lin g his ow n
a ffa irs he should be given the o pp ortu n ity to do so.
O n ly in this way can a true education of “ liberal arts”
— of self-government a n d self-discipline— exist.
Two men seldom hold id entical philosophies: Dr.
T arr, in m oving the college aw ay from this pattern set
by his predecessor, reflects his businessm an’s b ac k 
ground. As the head of an institution, he has cen tral
ized not only autho rity but also decision-making in his
ow n hand. His concern — w hile certainly w ith the
academ ic developm ent of Lawrence students— to a
greater extent rests on the im age w hich the school pre
sents to society in general and to a lu m n i and parents
in particu lar. Thus he feels ju stifie d in d isregarding
student opinion in enacting policies w hich he him self
feels w ill benefit the school. “ Lawrence college w ill
be here long after you are gone” has been his reply to
student disagreem ent.
The issue of visiting privilege to dorm itories is a
trivial one in m any ways. Yet there is a principle and
a philosophy behind the recent trustee action w hich
makes their decision m uch more im p o rta n t th a n the
pa rtic u la r issues involved. A trend tow ard greater
freedom in the d evlopm ent of the in d iv id u a l student
has been stopped— not on the basis of bad experience,
as Dr. T arr adm its, but on the basis of personal con
viction. It is a reversal of this trend w hich, we feel,
presents a great d an ge r to this college.
The basic criterion of school policy should be th a t of
the developm ent of the in d iv id u a l. W h ere a student
problem exists— as D r. T arr fu lly recognizes— and
where the student body has show n itself capable of
a rriv ing at and adm iniste ring a solution to the prob 
lem, then an o u trig h t d en ia l of the ir o ffe rin g is a set
back to the total education of the in d iv id u a l.
U nfo rtunately , policy decisions cannot alw ays be
m ade on the basis of a single criterion. In this issue in
w hich members of the opposite sex are allow ed to vis
it dorm itories, the issue of m o rality and the position of
the school in perm itting the possibiliy of prom iscuity
become involved. These factors must become involved
for a college does not exist in isolation but in a societal
setting. Yet m orality cannot be preserved sim ply by
lim itin g the chances for deviation — absolute safe
guards are impossible. M oral codes, furtherm ore, can 
not be legislated as some people seem to th in k ; pro 
hib itio n provides us w ith an illu m in a tin g exam ple.
Thus it is our feeling th a t Dr. T arr and the board
of trustees have m ade a policy error in lim itin g the in 
v ita tio n a l open house and honors dorm itory program s.
A college must serve as a guide as well as a tra in in g
g ro und fo r students; it must be concerned w ith its so
cial as w ell as academ ic im age. Yet a balance must be
m a in ta in e d between these ends. G uidance and public
relations can no t be allow ed to become supreme or the
to ta l e ducatio n of the in d iv id u a l w ill suffer. W e hope
Dr. T a rr and the board of trustees w ill realize these is
sues are im p o rta n t to the well-being of the college and
m e rit more th a n 10-minute consideration. W e too
share a concern a b o u t the direction in w hich the school
ia m o v in g ; we only hope th a t the interest of the in d i
v id u a l L a w re n tia n w ill be kept in m ind.

Lawrentian Finds Challenge
In Urban School Program
The following letter was written by Nancy Wiley last Novem
ber while she was participating in the Urban Semester in Chi
cago Teaching Program. She has now returned to the Law
rence campus to complete the final two terms of her senior
year.
How far away seems my cam as group of people.
Rut there is such a need for
pus of still quiet walks, of tennis
teachers in this school system—
shoes and “ unionizing.” As a
in all school systems. And one
practice teacher in the Urban
does not do it alone. When I
Semester in Chicago program,
sponsored by the Associated Col first decided to teach I had this
leges of the Midwest in coopera “ white knight" idea of going out
crusading for poor Chicago. But
tion with the Board of Education
I found hundreds of dedicated
in Chicago and with assistance
people working, loving, engulfed
from the University of Chicago,
in this “ real work.”
my world is now one of lesson
plans, green-yellow buses, high
And they talk about the Peace
heels and delightful talks with
Corps! Oh, I’m not anti-Peace
Corps but in that type of work
the maid and owner of a little
you go for two years and after
delicatessen down the street.
AS ONE of the twenty-four stu you learn the language and just
dents representing Carleton. Cor start to learn what is going on—
you have to leave. Chicago or any
nell, Knox, I^awrence, Monmouth.
big city offers the opportunity
Ripon. and St. Olaf living in the
for real life work — whether in
Fairfax Hotel in the integrated
Hyde Park area near the Univer schools, social work. “ Y ” work,
joining the hundreds who need
sity of Chicago and doing my
teaching in a city school, new ex another hand.
IF YOU are planning to teach,
periences and ideas have flooded
you have reason to be proud. So
into my mind.
The student-teaching experience
many I have heard say. “Oh. I ’m
offers the greatest challenge. In
just taking education courses in
Chicago we have been placed as
case I decide to teach.” It is
a general rule under the best
said because professors or stu
teachers in the system in schools
dents look at you with that “ Oh.
of contrasting setting. Twelve of
why waste your time with 'Mickthe girls are teaching grammar
ey-Mouse' Education courses.”
school and ten of the girls and
“ Mickey-mouse?" I have seen
two fellows (the lone cavaliers)
children—seeking eager children,
are teaching high school.
as all children are before they
After the first eight weeks of
are slapped into believing, and
teaching, we transferred to a sec there is nothing to seek beyond
ond school of a diferent socio this pleasure.
economic level. For my first as
In addition to student teaching,
signment. I was at Senn High
the urban semester has two sem
School on the north side of the
inar courses. The one in urban
city teaching Modem Literature
sociology is taught by Mr. Costto seniors. Senn is a middle class
onis of the University of Chicago.
predominately Jewish commun
The interplay of previous written
sociology studies and the reality
ity.
FOR MY second assignment.
of our teaching in the city make
I’m teaching Basic English for
it truly meaningful.
freshman (students with third
Tours of the city on bus and on
grade reading ability) and Amer plane have given even a deeper
ican Literature for sophomores
insight — the “ back-of-the-yards”
at Wendell Phillips High School
section, the Lawndale slum, the
in a lower class all Negro area.
Black Belt, the Goldcoast Our
Quite a contrast? No. not really.
second seminar in urban educa
tion meets at the Board of Edu
Although in one area I saw the
red - brick apartments. Jewish
cation downtown. Twice we have
had to walk through pickets and
temples, and neat lawns, and in
the second area I view the high“sit-ins" — another insight into
rise apartments, store front chur city education systems.
ches and “ close“ living, still in
IF YOU are a junior and plan
both setting the students work to
ning to teach, this program will
learn the meaning of a simile and
probably be offered again next
the use of commas in parenthet fall. It offers two teaching posi
ical expressions. And they get in
tions in contrasting settings de
the same heated debates about
pending on your special interest;
religion, education systems, and
it extends opportunities for city
the future of our country. Oh.
living, so many that you will cry
they have different viewpoints,
because you cannot take advan
but they differ as individuals, not
tage of them all. and it offers the

supervision of two outstanding
professors with an active concern.
In January, when I so happily
return to Lawrence and my com
fortable tennis shoes, if you have
any questions about this ACM
program feel free to come and
see me. If you have questions
now. I’m sure Mr. I>emke of the
Education department can an
swer them.
Full of the experiences of city
synagogues, store front churches,
“ Mondo Cane.” the Lyric Opera
and talks with a first grader (we
draw pictures on the bus every
day*, as well as talks with the
old blind man in our building who
is strangely an artist, classes
with students like the one who
when you ask him to put “meas
les" in a sentence, says, “you
mean chicken measles. Miss Wil
ey?” the dialogue. I’ll soon re
turn to the dialogue of Law
rence. and I am deeply looking
forward to ordering experience
in thought and word.

Ud'l Capo Gaarda
La Liberta Academi
Commenting on the issue of
academic freedom, with direct
reference to the case of Leo F.
Koch, who was discharged from
his position as assistant professor
of biology in 1960. President Da
vid D. Henry of the University of
Illinois states: “The Statutes of
the University of Illinois and the
University's long history of in
tellectual freedom speak for
themselves. Here, and in other
authorative expressions on the
subject, however, academic free
dom is not disassociated from
academic responsibility.
“ It is a distortion of academic
freedom to stretch its application
to the Koch case,” President Hen
ry affirms. ‘ The encouragement
of youth to violate the usually ac
cepted moral code and the laws
pertaining to that code under
mines the very concept of acad
emic freedom."
The American Association of
University Professor at its con
vention last spring voted censure
upon the administration of the
University. President Henry said
Koch had formal hearings before
the Senate Committee on Acad
emic Freedom; further, these
hearings were preceded by con
ferences between Koch and his
department head and by review
of his case by the faculty-elected
Executive Committee of the Col
lege of Liberal Arts and Sciences

\

Tarr Discusses Trustees Decision on Dorm Policy
The fo llo w in g interview discussing the trustees’
recent decision to lim it Law rence’s invitational
open house policy took place between President
Curtis W . Tarr and L aw rentian E d itor H al Quinley Tuesday afternoon.
Lawrentian: Would you say
that you personally are happy
with this decision by the board
of trustees?
Tarr: Yes, the only thing that
the board of trustees acted upon
that I had not included in my
agenda was the malter of the hon
ors dorm. But otherwise I’m nat
urally a member of the executive
committee, and all thes^ decis
ions were unanimous.
Lawrentian: What were the
board’s main reasons in repeal
ing these measures?

tic to think that they would come
up with an alternative on this
kind of notice.
I’m not sure it’s realistic to
think that they'll ever come up
with a detailed alternative. It’s
more our responsibility to work
out an alternative if this one
doesn’t work.
Lawrentian: Then you consider
this one as not working?
Tarr: No, non-acceptable.
Lawrentian: Would you consid
er both the programs—that of
the honors dorm and that of open
dorms—unacceptable in the same
way?

Tarr: As the board discussed
the matter, I think that it be
came evident that it was a matter
of good judgment to adopt the
position that they did. And it was
so unanimous a sentiment that
virtually no time was spent in
questioning the wisdom of adopt
ing the policy that they did, so
that there wasn’t any real ex
tended questioning about what
they felt they should do.
Lawrentian: What were your
personal reasons?

it.

Tarr: When I talked to you
early in the fall I had my real
suspicions of what position 1
thought this school should take
and these have solidified since
that time. I think that for where
we want to go this is the kind
of policy we should have.
. Lawrentian: Why are these
policies incompatible with the di
rection in which you want to see
the school go?

Tarr. The other part is wheth
er or not. given the high percent
age of double rooms that we
have, it’s appropriate to invade
one person’s privacy to preserve
another one's.
Lawrentian: Has the adminis
tration had a lot of complaints
from roommates on this sort of
thing?

Tarr: The further we go in the
direction of more of this kind of
freedom in the dormitories, the
more likely we are to attract the
kind of student that we’d rather
not have. If we were to superim
pose upon the Lawrence campus
—given our facilities—the pres
ent rules of a school like Harvard,
we would attract here at this
midwestem setting the kind of
student who attends Harvard.
Lawrentian: Do you consider
these rules as going as far as
those at Harvard?
Tarr: No, it isn't going as far.
But it starts the kind of trend
that 1 think the trustees share
with me concern about, and they
would just a ssoon not move out
in that direction.
Lawrentian: Would you say
that the basic issue at stake in
this issue is “ morality?”
Tarr: Well, it’s certainly one
of them. This is the thing that
you can’t get over to young peo
ple and perhaps this is one of the
ways of saying it's not a very
good point, but I think that as I
grow older I see more wisdom
in holding to the patterns of con
duct which have been and always
will be acceptable, as opposed to
the image of conduct which is
different to be different.
It seems to me that part of the
reason we don’t do things is just
because collectively for years
we've agreed not to.
The real question here is not
whether or not there’s a problem
on the campus. I think we agree
pretty generally there is a prob
lem. The real question is wheth
er this solution is an appropriate
one for the problem, and I think
the trustees are agreed that it
isn't.
Lawrentian: Have the trustees
offered an alternative solution?
Tarr: No. they haven't, al
though they talked briefly about
some things which must be done
but are of longer range. Given
the framework of the board of
trustees and the demands which
are made upon these people on
their time, I think it’s unrealis

Tarr: I said at the beginning
that I had not put them together.
On the other hand, I didn't ob
ject to the trustees handling them
together when they did.
Lawrentian: Why are they objetionable? Is it simply because
of what can go on inside a stu
dent’s room?
Tarr: That’s certainly a part of
Lawrentian:
part?

What’s the other

Tarr: No, I don’t think so. 1
don’t think it’s too realistic to ex
pect that any of these kinds of
objections would come through
on a program of this kind where
in order to make the objection
you brand yourself as a kind of
reactionary in the eyes of fellow
students.
Lawrentian: In the Harvard
scandals, the question was rais
ed of the school’s respoasibility
in keeping promiscuity from de
veloping on its campus. Would
you think this is one of the argu
ments or the main argument in
volved here?
Tarr: I think we have a respon
sibility in the lives of these stu
dents to be good and prudent
stewards for the parents in mat
ters which earlier in life are
more the responsibility of par
ents and which continue to be so
until these people become adults.
I think that the trustees felt that
to be prudent in this regard was
to make reasonable precaution
that an unfortunate affair would
not ruin the life of one of its stu
dents.
Lawrentian: Have there been
any unfortunate affairs coming
directly from the open dorm pro
gram?
Tarr: No. not that I know of.
But on the other hand on fhe bas
is of two terms when very few
people actually took advantage
of the opportunity to have people
in their rooms, I think a prudent
man will not necessarily think
that this represents the only kind
of risk to which you’re exposed.
My personal feeling was that had
this gone on year after year,
there’s no question that we would
have had some difficulty.
Lawrentian: Do you think that
the students at Lawrence are not
responsible enough to live up to
the extended freedom given to
them in this open dorm program?
Tarr I would hope that cer
tainly the bulk of these people
when confronted by a temptation
of a similar order would handle
themselves in a commendable
fashion. On the other hand, given

the opportunity to eliminate the
possibility of this kind of tempt
ation. 1 think many people would
join me in trying to do so.
Lawrentian: Are you saying
the bulk of the students do have
the responsibility but there are a
few who wouldn’t?
Tarr: I think there’s a chance
that there are.
Lawrentian: The argument for
the honors dorm is that these are
the very people who have been
selected on the basis of their
academic and social maturity.
If there are any people on cam
pus who would be able to handle
these privileges it would appear
to be the people in the honors
dormitories. Why, then was the
privilege taken away from the
honors dormitories also?
Tarr: Let’s take driving auto
mobiles. We try to eliminate the
bumps in the roads, the bad
curves and all the rest of it so
that we eliminate the potential
hazard involved. We do this in
all of life.
I think what we’re doing here
when we go under this kind of
policy is to move in a different
direction: we say, ‘‘Well, look,
these kids are pretty stable; let’s
load the social hazards a little
more heavily.”
,
This wasn’t the intent but this
was the byproduct of the policy.
It tends to load the hazards more
heavily. You say, “Are these
kids going to be able to come
through,” and I say “Sure, I
hope so.” But if I have the
chance I would eliminate the
hazards as much as possible.
Now you say, ‘‘But they can’t
grow up that way,” and I say.
‘‘Well, maybe you can’t get to
be a good driver on the highway
unless you have a lot of close
calls with the vissitudes of the
road.”
My point is don't rush too far
in that direction because there
are enough tests for you to grow
up without forcing them.
Lawrentian: Do you think the
board of trustees will be inter
ested in meeting with the student
body officers over this issue?
Tarr: I think they might for
discussions related to the question
“Where do we go from here?” I
don’t think they would be particu
larly interested to debate the de
cision they made.
I<awrent.;an: What type of alter
natives do you think they would
be interested in debating?
Tarr: I think the only appropri
ate long range alternative has to
do with facilities. 1 don’t think
guests have to be entertained in
rooms. A lot of this problem
would be eliminated if we were
to have social rooms — places
where t>eople could sit and talk
in semi-privacy.
This is what we're really short
of; we don’t have any places
like these. The closest we come
to them are the sorority rooms
in Colman hall.
Lawrentian: Has the image of
the school to outside pressures
been a prime factor in reaching
these decisions?
Tarr: The pressure themselves
haven't, but the awareness of the
image certainly has been import
ant Nobody has come up and
said, "If you don’t do this, we’re
not going to give you any mon
ey.”
Lawrentian: About how much
mail would you say you had on
this issue?
Tarr: Almost never since I’ve
been here have I been able to go
out socially and not have some
body or several people talk to
me about it Many people would
talk about it this way but not
take the trouble to write a letter.
In terms of letters which we’ve

D R . C U R T IS W . T A R R
answered, I think there would
have been at least 100.
Lawrentian: Were these mainly
for or against the open dorm
programs?
Tarr: There were only two who
were for it.
Lawrentian: Would you be in
fluenced if you were to receive
letters from 600 parents who
were in favor of this?
Tarr: It wouldn’t change the
decision but it would certainly
impress me. Then I would say
1 have completely misjudged the
temper of the parents.
Lawrentian: Then it would not
change anything?
Tarr: No, the decision once
made is made.
Lawrentian: The board would
not think of taking up the matter
formally again?
Tarr: No, because it was a
question of what was good judg
ment as opposed to a detailed
analysis of experience or a cal

L IT T L E
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culated risk of further experi
ence. Where your judgment is in
volved and where you’re care
fully committed and where these
jKHjple have thought at>out it ever
since they heard about it, I see
no reason why they would change
their mind.
Lawrentian: Is there any pos
sibility that the hoard would re
consider its decision about call
ers in the honors dormitories?
Tarr: No, I think it’s the same
kind of decision. Part of the de
cision was that this should be the
|K)licy and that it should extend
to the entire campus.

MOKTAR BOARD
Glending Olson will discuss
his senior honors thesis, “Uly
sses as Comedy," for the next
Mortar Board lecture at 8:15
p.m. Wednesday, .Ian. 15, in
the art center.
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Study of Enrollment Trend Shows
Increase During Last 13 Years
A S T U D Y of Law rcnce College e nrollm ent trends
over the last 1.3 years has been m ade by Dorothy H.
D rahe im , registrar. Total e nrollm ent in 1050-51 was
017, the last of the in fla te d post W o rld W a r II years,
in w hich there was an exceptionally large senior class
of 205.
The next year, ’51-52, saw a to
tal of 799, and ’53-54 marked the
lowest enrollment in the current
decade, when 713 students were
in college. Since then, there has
been a steady climb, passing 8(H)
in 1956-57 and 900 in 1960-61. In
’61-62. students numbered 1043;
in ’62'-63, 1098; and this year,
1169.
The figures of the last two
years are significant because
they come close to a projection
of Lawrence’s student population
worked out several years ago. At
that time it was estimated that
'62-83 would see 1072 students,
and ’63-64, 1148.
ALTHOUGH significant gains
have been made in total enroll
ment the percentage retention of
students once established in col
lege is not nearly so consistent.
In the year ’50-51, for instance.
57.7 per cent of the men and 46.5
per cent of the women who en
tered as freshmen actually re
ceived their diplomas. In ’51-52,
comparable figures were 68.1 per
cent of the men and 38.9 per
cent of the women.
High points in the retention of
men came with the class of 1954,

when 87.1 per cent of men origianlly enrolling received degrees,
and in 1957, when 69 8 per cent
successfully completed the course
of study. Women hit 4!) per cent
in the class of ’54, ’57, and ’59.
In the last two years, the wom
en’s percentage leaped to 56 and
58.1 respectively, while men have
scored 62.9 per cent and 56.5 per
cent.
ALTHOUGH there is consider
able variation from class to
class, men returning for the soph
omore year run between 70 and
80 per cent of the original enroll
ment; about 65 per cent of the
original number come back as
juniors, and about 60 per cent
as seniors.
Retention of women between
the freshman and sophomore year
is a little stronger than that of
the men, but drops sharply after
the second year. Shrinkage be
tween the junior and senior year
is relatively minor.
Men outnumbered women at
Lawrence every year except 195960, when the females had an ad
vantage of 6. Male advantage has
varied numerically from 12 in
’58-59, to 157 in the present year.

Oils by Thrall
At Art Center

F-A-S-T
Film
Processing
•

Anscochrom and
E ktachrom e
Brought in before 4:30
Heady next day 4:00

•

K odachrom e and
Kodacolor
Three day service

•

Black and white
Brought in by 9 a m .
Heady sam e day

Large selection of
CONTEM PORARY
G R E E T IN G C A R D S

ideal photo
222 E College Ave.

An exhibit of intaglios and oil
paintings by Arthur Thrall, as
sociate professor of art at Milwaukee-Downer college, is being
shown in the Worcester Art cen
ter this month.
Thrall holds the B.S. and M.S.
from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, and has done ad
ditional study at the University
of Wisconsin, Illinois, and Ohio
State university.
The show was originally exhib
ited in Milwaukee this fall.
At that time, reviewers noted
the influence of his current study
of ancient manuscripts, under
written by a Tiffany fellowship,
upon the subjects for his prints.
Thrall is using the fellowship for
travel to different important
manuscript collections, principally
in the east.

D I C K S N Y D E R , M W C breastroke cham pion, w ill lead the Vikes against the La-

Crosse tan k m e n this S aturday at A le xand er gym at 1:30 p.m. Snyder holds the
conference record in the breastroke.

Science Colloquium WLFM to Broadcast Sooni
Presents Research Staff Positions Available
Activities of Interest
arrival of a Federal C om m unications
P E N D IN G

A Lawrence college science
colloquium presenting current re
search activities of general in
terest will be held at 4:30 p.m.
on alternate Tuesdays in Steph
enson hall of science. Coffee will
be served before the talks.
The science colloquium com
mittee consists of geologist Leon
ard Weis, chairman: biologist
Bradner Coursen; physicist W.
Paul Gilbert; and anthropologist
Konald J. Mason.
The schedule of talks for the
remainder of the term includes:
Dr. Robert Rosenberg, chemistry,
on “ Nonpairing — A New Ap
proach to Valence Theory,” Jan.
21; Ronald J. Mason, archaeo
logy, on “ Pleistocene Geology
and the Archaeology of the Upper
Great Lakes,” Feb. 4; Dr. W.
Paul Gilbert, physics »title to
be announced later), Feb. 18;
and Dr. Leonard Pinsky, philos
ophy. on "Galileo’s Theory."
March 3.

For FAST
Laundry Service
Contact

Heller’s
Launderette

A pplcton's iiiic s t

P IZ Z A
Spaghetti — Ita lia n D inner —

with 4 Shirts—one FREE
Free Pickup and Delivery
Be 4-5674

FLOW ERS
FOR ALL
O CCA SIO NS

Beef — Sausage

Poor Bov Sandw iches

Free Delivery on Two or More
PIZZAS

CHARLES
the
FLORIST
Conway Hotel Building;

license. Law rence’s s tu d e n t- ru n FM radio station
W L F M is ready to begin operations.
U N D E R m anage m e nt of Barry Collins, W L F M o f
fers a variety of program s S unday th ro u g h F rid ay a f
ternoon and evenings. Folk and
classical music, opera, faculty
recital
recordings,
interviews
with visiting campus personali
ties, and special programs are
scheduled for January.
Openings are still available for
writers, says music director Kay
Christensen. Only an interest in
music and a whim for selecting
a few records from the station’s
collection of 2000 are necessary.
Interested students may leave
their names and extension num
ber for Kay at Sage.
Engineering jobs are also open
and can be applied for by con
tacting Bill Schields, 417 Plantz,
extension 309.
UNDER advisorship of Mr.

Koopman Casts
Coining Operas
Casts for the I^awrence Opera
theatre’s production of “The
Medium.” by Giano-Carlo Menotti and “Sunday Excursion.” by
Alec Wilder, was announced this
week by director John Koopman,
assistant professor of music.
Both operas will be presented at
8:15 p.m. Januarv 23-25 in Harper
hall.
Included in the cast for “The
Medium” are David Fokgrover.
Shirley Bar stow, Sheila Pemot.
Dale Duesing, Margaret Shafer.
Ann Uber and Janice Reinke. Patrica Sayre will be the piano ac
companist
The “ Sunday Excursion” cast
includes
Roberta
D’Ambrosio,
Alice Haselden. David Juers,
John Herr and Ken Anderson.
Nan Orthman will be the accom
panist.
Tickets for the chamber opera
double-bill will go on sale Mon
day at Belling pharmacy

Til 1 a. m .
F R E E F O R M PIN S — Silver and G old
E arrings A vailable

FRANK and PAT'S
PIZZA PALACE

The JEWEL BOX

815 W . College Avenue

For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL S U P P L IE S , ART
»nd D R A F T IN G M A T E R IA L S

RE 4-9131

Lobby— Conw ay Hotel

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.
209 E. College Ave

Appleton. Wisconsin

Hopfensperger, WLFM is oper
ated by Sandy Spater program di
rector; Chuck Hoffman, chief an
nouncer; Sharon Lawrence, traf
fic manager; Fritz Fett, special
projects; Karen Stoakes, news
director;
and
Larry
Wilson,
sports director.
Writers include Jim Eggert,
Anna Mack, Jim Lannon, Larry
Dickman, Cynthia Russel, Gay
Pearson, Peter Wittenberg, Tracy
Sager, and Phil Metzger.
FM radios are available in
Sage Plantz, and Ormsby loung
es.

College Schedules
4 Required Convos
Required convocations for sec
ond term have been announced
by Marshall Hulbert, vice presi
dent of the college.
Mr. Joseph E. Cunneen, Man
aging editor of “Cross Currents,"
and Reverend Kyle E. Haselden,
Managing editor of the “Christ
ian Century.” will officially open
the Iieligion-In-Life conference
Tuesday, Jan. 21.
Thursday, Feb. 6. Dr. Frank
N. Träger, professor of inter
national affairs, New' York uni
versity. will speak on “ Ameri
can Foreign Policy in South-East
Asia—A Critique.”
Dr. Alan S. Downer, professor
of English at Princeton univer
sity. will speak on “Macbeth”
and Shakespeare on Thursday,
Feb. 20.
The last convo of the term.
Thursday, March 5, will feature
music.

Dr. Tarr Announces
Increase in Tuition
Lawrence tuition has been in
creased $125 for the academic
year 1964-65, President Curtis W.
Tarr
announced
just
before
Christmas vacation.
The increase will be used to
increase teachers’ salaries and
to complete the college building
program, Tarr indicated.
“We are proud of our Law
rence faculty.” he said, “ and
it is my major commitment not
only to keep the quality of teach
ing at its present level, but to
increase its effectiveness
as
much as possible To this end
we must make substantial salary
raises each year.”

Lawrence Hoopsters Build
Four-Game Winning Streak
Joel Ungrodt Leads
League Scoring Race
T H E L A W R E N C E basketball V ik in gs under new
head coach Clyde Rusk, have b u ilt up a four-game w in 
n in g streak after d ro p p in g their first three games of
the season to Stevens Point, G rin n e ll and C ornell by
slim m argins.
The rejuvenated Vikes have
been led by their standout guard,
Joel Ungrodt, the second leading
seorer in the MWC last season
and a member of the second all
conference five. Ungrodt has
been averaging 22 points a game
this season.

Carleton five by a score of 6965. This win was the first Law
rence road victory in MWC play
in the past three seasons.
Joel Ungrodt led the Vike at
tack with a 23-point performance.
He had nine field goals and five
free throws.
CARLETON took an early lead
of 13-7 before the Vikes were
able to tie the game at 17-all.
Carleton left the floor with 38-37
at intermission.
In the second half the fine play
of Ungrodt, Bond and Groser en
abled the Vikes to grab a ££"56
lead, but the Carls came back to
tie the score at 61-all with six
minutes remaining in the game.
After an exchange of two-point
plays. Hoover put the Vikes
ahead to stay with a basket ma
king the score 65 -63 with four
minutes to play. In the closing
minute the Carls added a basket
while Kroos and Bond scored for
the Vikes.
IN THIS tilt the Vikes shot a
respectable 42 per cent by hitting
on 29 of 70 attempts.
On Saturday the Vikes again
hit the victory trail, this time at
the expense of St. Olaf. The Vik
ings topped the Oles 59-52 to even
their conference mark at 2-2.

In addition, the fine play of
guard Steve Nault and center
Earl Hoover have aided the Law
rence cause. Nault has been a
consistent scorer all season, lead
ing the Vike fast break.
Hoover has improved greatly
since the beginning of the cam
paign. He has come into his own
as a fine rebounder and scorer.
OTHER pleasant surprises have
been sophomore Tom Steinmetz
and junior Gordy Bond. Stein
metz averaged 13 points a game
while Bond has performed well
defensively and on the back
boards.
The Vikes initial victory of the
season came against the North
land quintet over the holidays at
Alexander gymnasium. Lawrence
won this tilt by a score of 85-71
with Joel Ungrodt and Steve
Nault spearheading the attack.
The following day the Vikes
again defeated Northland, this
time by the score of 90-79. In this
game Hoover scored 26 points,
and hauled down 20 rebounds for
the finest performance of his
career. Ungrodt scored 19 points
while Nault and Steinmetz had
13 points.
LAST WEEKEND the Lawrence
quintet traveled to Minnesota to
face Carleton and St. Olaf in
MWC tilts. The Vikes were in
search of their first conference
win of the season while the Carls
and Oles had not competed in
conference play.
On Friday, the Vikes rallied
from behind to defeat a stubborn

Lawrence played poorly against
St. Olaf in the first half. The Oles
held Ungrodt to one point in the
first half while capturing a 30-22
intermission lead.
THE VIKINGS gained momen
tum in the second half mainly
through the efforts of Ungrodt
who dumped in 18 markers. In
addition to Ungrodt, Hoover and
Steinmetz each had 11, while
Bond hit for 9 and Nault for 5.
The Vikes won this game at the
free throw line by hitting for 17
charity tosses while the Oles
were limited to nine.

M ID W E S T C O N F E R E N C E S T A N D IN G S

Ripon .........
Cornell
Grinnell ___
Knox ..........
Lawrence
Beloit ........
Carleton —
St Olaf ......
Monmouth ..

W
4
. 5
...3
. .2
. 2

...2
.

1

.

0

...0

L

Pet.

0
1
1

1.000

2
2
3
3
2
2
3

833
.750
.500
.500
400
.250
.000
.000
000

Pts.
316
465
345
319
272
393
272
132
105
210

Opp.
Pts.
246
426
302
342
275
414
297
160
131
235

GAMES THIS WEEK
Friday, Jan 10—
Knox at Beloit
Grinnell at Carleton
Monmouth at Coe
Cornell at St. Olaf
Saturday, Jan. 11—
Ripon at Lawrence
Grinnell at St. Olaf
Knox at Coe
Cornell at Carleton
Monmouth at Beloit

Q U A D
SQ U A D S
On December 3 the inter frat
ernity swimming championship
was held with Sigma Phi Epsilon
copping first place honors with
48 points. They were followed
closely by the Betas with 39
points and the Phi Delts with
37*4 points.
Murray Nelson and Harry Ma
clean sparked the Sig Ep attack
with impressive first place fin
ishes in the 25-yard freestyle and
the 50-yard freestyle respectively.
The most outstanding single per
formance of the night, however,
was turned in by Beta Dave Coop
er, who set a new inter fratern
ity swim record with his 12.3 sec
ond clocking in the 25-yard butter
fly.
Cooper’s performance bested
Tom Pearl’s old record by 1.2
seconds. Cooper also coasted to
victory in the 75-yard freestyle
finishing in 41.9 seconds, almost
4 seconds ahead of Murray Nel
son.
In the 50-yard breaststroke
Rusty Hensley, swimming for the
Phi Taus, eked out a win over
Phi Gam’s Tom Jeffery in a
time of 35.8 seconds. Contributing
to the Phi Delts third place ef
fort were Tom Bathke, winner of
the 50-yard backstroke, and Lee
Edstrom who completely domin
ated the diving competition scor
ing 101.2 points in the event.
The 100-yard medley relay was
narrowly taken by the Beta team
swimming Miller, Swanson, Coop
er and Rapport. The Phi Delts
were a close second and the Sig
Eps third. Edstrom, Edstrom, Lynum and Manson combined to
lead the Phi Delts to victory in
the 100-yard freestyle relay. In
this event the Sig Eps were sec
ond and the Delts third.
SUPREMACY STANDINGS
Phi Delta Theta .................. 500
Sigma Phi Epsilon ............... 350
Phi Gama Delta .................. 100
Beta Theta Pi ....................... ioo
Deltai Tau D e lta .................. ioo
Phi Kappa Tau ........................ 0

T O P 16 C O N F E R E N C E S C O R E R S
»Conference games only)
FT
TP
FG
G
24
86
31
Joel Ungrodt <L) — ................. 4
4
30
84
27
Jim Mifflin <G> ......
121
51
19
Dick Calbow (Cor.) . ..................6
24
6
48
120
Jack Grams <Cor.) .
79
34
11
Gordon Kinkead <G) ................. 4
28
21
77
Jeff Frantz (G< — .............. 4
14
56
21
Harold Rathgeb <M) ..................3
74
25
24
• Skip Swan <Coe> — .............. 4
30
92
31
Bob Rudolph <B> — ..................5
36
4
16
Jack Arado (Car.) .. ..................2
13
71
29
Gary Mevis <R> — ..................4
6
68
31
Jack Ankerson <R> .. ................ 4
23
5
51
Dick Rodgers <M) ... ..................3
6
48
21
Gary Gilliland <M> . ..................3
61
23
15
Wylan Witte (Coe > .. .............. 4
30
4
13
Mike Tierney (Can . ..................2

Ave.
21.5
21.0
20.1
20.0
19.7
19.2
18.6
18.5
18.4
1.80
17.7
17.0
17.0
16.0
15.3
15.0

Tankmen Will Meet
In Opening Contest
Coach Gene Davis’ tankmen
will entertain LaCrosse tomor
row at 130 in the team’s first
dual contest of the year. The
Vike team, composed of nine
lettermen and several promising
newcomers, will be out to im
prove on a 5-5 dual meet record
last season.
The team is headed by co-cap
tains Pete Betzer and Walt Is
aac both senior members of the
squad, which finished third ii
the Midwest Conference swim
ming meet last year and hopes
to be able to do as well this year.

J O E L U N G R O D T , the league’s leading scorer, puts up

a lay-up in a scrim m age session for Saturday n ig h t’s
clash w ith R ipon. The Vike five are rid in g on a fourgam e w inn in g streak after last w eekend’s victories
over St. O laf and C arleton.

Cagers to Face Ripon
In Toughest Contest
T H IS S A T U R D A Y the Vike basketballers w ill face
the toughest test of the season as they take on the R ip 
on Redm en at A lexander gym nasium at 7:30 p.m.
Ripon is undefeated in conference play w ith a 4-0
m ark w hile Law rence is sporting a 2-2 record. Roth
the Redmen and the Vikes beat
Carleton and St. Olaf last week
end.
RIPON is the defending co
champion of the MWC. Last sea
son the Redmen tied with Cor
nell with a record of 14 wins and
4 losses.
The Redmen have four return
ees from last year’s champion
ship five. Included are Gary Mevis and Jack Ankerson, both first
team all -conference selections
last season. Mevis led the team
in scoring while Ankerson wus
close behind.
In addition to Ankerson and
Mevis there is Willie Alexander,
a jumping jack forward and Jim
Cahoon, a consistent performer at
the guard slot. Alexander was
given honorable mention on the
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Viking Skiers
Take
First Weekend Trip

Taking its first weekend trip of
the season, the Viking ski club
traveled 225 miles to Indianhead
Mount, Besesmer, Michigan. Jan
uary 4 and 5. Weekend skiers in
cluded ski club president Don
Schalk, William McDonald, Tom
Thomas, Steve Staryk, Gene Paulus, Peter MasLaurin and Ix*e
Sternal.
Indianhead has several inter
mediate runs over a mile long
and a vertical drop of 630 feet.
Another trip is scheduled for
anuary 18 and 19.
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1962-63 all-conference teams. The
fifth starter is expected to l>e
s o p h o m o r e Doug Ankerson,
Jack's brother.
With the Vike fast break im
proving every game, this tilt is
likely to be a high scoring affair
pitting Ungrodt against Ankerson.

Lawrence Wrestlers
To Battle Redmen
The Viking wrestlers under new
head coach Ron Roberts face
their second test of the season
at 2:30 p.m. this Saturday against
Ripon at Alexander gym. In the
first meet of the year the matmen were trounced by powerful
Cornell.
The Vike wrestlers are led this
season by Bill Reeves, Joe Lubenow, Bo Plass, Ned Carleton,
Jesse Oden, Bert Hansen. Al
Manson and A| Blomgren.

M A G A Z IN E S —
TOBACCOS

Jerry’s Pipe Shop
For

D IS T IN C T IV E

M E R C H A N D IS E

Treasure Box
Gift Shop
313 E . College Ave.
We welcome you to come
in and browse
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